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Nothing beats the thrill of riding your motorcycle on the highway. Motorcycles can get into places other vehicles can not. They have great fuel economy. It feels good to ride them in the open air. The list of great things about this motorcycle can go on and on. However, the same great things that make them great also make them a prime
target for thieves. There's nothing in the way between a potential thief and the ignition of your motorcycle. Luckily, you can use a GPS tracker if the unthinkable happens. What is GPS Tracking? GPS tracking gives you an accurate location of the bike. They are user friendly and work with every motorcycle on the market. Tracking devices
for motorcycles are similar to loJack systems and use GPS to record their location quickly and then wirelessly transmit that location to your mobile device, via a central server, periodically. This information includes the location and speed and direction of the motorcycle ride. The benefits of GPS TrackingSelering adding a GPS tracking
system to your motorcycle may seem like an unnecessary expense to some people, there are a number of advantages to having it. Insurance benefits - Many insurers will lower your coverage rate if you have one. Easily available - you can find motorcycle GPS tracking systems wherever you buy GPS devices and other motorcycle
accessories. Safety and Theft Prevention - GPS Tracker allows you and law enforcement agencies to find your motorcycle quickly if thieves steal it. Improved maintenance - GPS tracker will tell you when to take your motorcycle for service. Top 5 GPS Motorcycle TrackerTrackmateGPS MINI Waterproof Vehicle GPS TrackerTrackimo
TRKM007 GPS TrackeraES RGT90 GPS Tracker SMS LocatorRacelogic VBox SportATian 303G GPS Tracker1. TrackmateGPS MINI Waterproof Vehicle GPS Tracker This 2-ounce GPS Tracker, waterproof GPS tracker is one of the highest rated trackers on Amazon. It has an extensive list of features that make it among the most
advanced tracking devices currently available. For added security, it can even be fitted with optional relays to cut ignition and trigger alerts when ignition is turned on. The device is implanted into your motorcycle battery but is easy to install when the built-in backup battery provides up to 6 hours of tracking. You can hide your device
anywhere for added security and its small size - just a little bigger than a credit card without an antenna in sight - makes it very easy to hide. The keep track of your motorcycle's position in real time through SIM card, GPS and 3G cell phone technology. maps, detailed reports, and logs can be viewed on Android or iOS websites and apps.
This information includes geographic coordinates, speed, breaches of established fences, and more. You can also choose to various alerts via mobile phone or email. With monitoring plans starting at $9/month, this is an affordable device for anyone looking for a versatile and practical tracking solution. Check current prices on
Amazon.com2. Trackimo TRKM007 GPS Tracker Trackimo quickly became one of the most popular GPS tracker brands in the world. Its small size along with convenient, user-friendly features make it a highly desirable choice for a wide range of tracking apps. This particular model is specially designed for vehicle use and is equipped with
a 12 volt power kit to provide a constant power supply to the unit. Features advanced tracking technology, combining GPS, Wifi, and Bluetooth to give you the most accurate location data in real time. The data is transmitted over a mobile network via a pre-installed 3G SIM card for worldwide coverage without roaming charges. Trackimo
offers the lowest cost of any consumer tracking device worldwide. The first year is free and after that you pay only $5/month. You can access your device's current location and location history in the free Android and iOS apps as well as on trackimo's website. Alerts can be sent via app, email, and SMS. This includes when the device is
moving or exceeding a set speed, and geofence alerts to notify you if the device has exceeded the specified geographic area limit. Check the current price on Amazon.com3. AES RGT90 GPS Tracker SMS Locator The AES RGT90 has an accuracy range of 2.5 meters and a previously installed inactive wireless SIM card. This SIM card
runs pre-paid, requiring you to pay $10 every 3 months to use a tracker. Fortunately, your first 6 months are included in the purchase price. However, the included SIM card only works with US mobile networks. You must replace your driver's license with a local one if you plan to use a tracker outside the United States. In any case, you
attach the device to your motorcycle with a base magnet tracker. Even if you have to pay to use it, the tracker doesn't work automatically. You need to call the phone number attached to the device to find out where the tracker and motorcycle are currently located. The tracker will then reply with a text message with a Google Maps link with
that information. However, the best prepaid GPS tracker on the market. You get all the information you need when you need it at no hidden additional cost. Check current prices on Amazon.com4. Racelogic VBox Sport While you can hide other trackers where you want, VBOX Sport is made for motorcycles. This waterproof unit and palm
sit curled up on your handlebars, measuring performance braking, and handling of motorcycles with the same precision as you can see in motorcycle magazines. More of a professional-level GPS data registrar than a tracker, VBox Sport stores its data to a removable SD card that you can insert into Windows PC to analyze later. You can
also link your device to your iPhone via Bluetooth for use with the Racelogic Performance Test and Laptimer apps. Both apps provide insights to improve motor racing performance. It's nice, but they may not be what you need for normal, daily riding. Regardless, you have to put up a face to give the internal antenna a clear view of the sky.
If you need it, you can buy a handlebar mount (about $20 extra), which will allow you to attach the device to your handlebars, provided your motorcycle can use it. However, you may get better performance from the included Velcro mount which allows you to attach trackers to your seat or fuel tank. Check current prices on Amazon.com5.
ATian 303G GPS Tracker Although not the best tracker on the market, Atian 303G has everything you need to track your motorcycle. The smartphone-sized waterproof device sits quietly to any surface with its docking strap. Harnesses don't stick magnetically to your vehicle, though. You should screw in place. However, it comes with its
own screwdriver if you need to make some quick adjustments. The tracker itself is connected to the harness via a 12-pin connector. Although this makes setting easy, it keeps all cables open. You can easily pull or tear the wire from its socket if you are not careful. However, if you can get past the hardware flaws, it is a solid choice for all
your GPS tracking needs. It uses a standard mobile network to reach your mobile app to give you all the information you expect from trackers. Check current prices on Amazon.comBestmotorcyclegpsguide.net are participants in the Amazon Services LLC Associate Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for
sites to earn advertising costs by advertising and linking to Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca and other Amazon stores around the world. Last modified: September 14, 2020 Skip contentTHIEVES HATE US, BIKERS LOVE US. GPS anti-theft protection for - iOS Android ✚ - Real-time monitoring ✅ GPS APP for active theft
protection &amp; invisible. Your GPS tracker is easy to assemble &amp;amp; ready to use quickly. You will receive an alarm as soon as your e-bike is moved. When the road beckons, you want to enjoy freedom without worrying. In addition to the excitement of upcoming tours, there are often concerns when you think of possible thefts especially on motorcycle tours abroad. GPS trackers hidden on motorcycles increase the likelihood many times more than it does not exist that will occur (motion alarm) and that the motorcycle will be found quickly &amp; accurately. PowUnity offers GPS trackers for e-bikes as well as GPS tracking systems suitable for motorcycles.
Already hundreds of PowUnity customers have installed GPS trackers on their Enduro, Vespa or scooter. Buy motorcycle GPS at BikeTrax BikeTrax store You where your e-bike stands or moves anytime and anywhere through the mobile app. Accurate up to five meters and in real time. Smart enough, your GPS tracker and anti-theft
protection at the touch of a finger. Apple Store In addition to GPS tracking, PowUnity App offers further features such as track and route recording. Some sharing functions utilize gps applications very user friendly. Owner of the Google Play Cookie Provider Name Borlabs from this websiteChange the settings of the selected visitor in the
Borlabs Cookie box. Cookie Nameborlabs-cookieCookie Expiry1 JahrAccept Name Facebook Pixel ProviderFacebook Ireland LimitedPurposeFacebook cookie is used for website analysis, ad targeting and ad measurement. Privacy Policy Name_fbp Cookies, act,c_user,datr, fr,m_pixel_ration,pl, presence, sb, spin, wd, xsCookie
ExpirySitzung / 1 Jahr Car Bible supported readers. When you purchase through a link on our site, we may earn affiliate commissions. Learn more Motorcycles come with many advantages. Not only do they have great maneuverability, but their fuel consumption is also much lower than that of cars. However, they are particularly
vulnerable to theft. Realistically, there's nothing in the way of robbers trying to take over your motorcycle. For motorcycle owners, theft and many other ugliness are the driving force behind the development of the best motorcycle GPS tracking tool. Designed for unthinkable GPS trackers helps us locate our vehicles when stolen or simply
provide assistance with keeping an eye on the driver's location. We selected the best motorcycle GPS tracker currently on the market in the purchase guide below. The First Best Motorcycle GPS Tracker in our list is the Spy Tec STI GL300 GPS Tracker. This motorcycle GPS tracker gives the user any notification of the situation. Even as
your bike moves away from its parking lot, the STI GL300 has helped you. It can be transported in various locations easily, slips quickly into your backpack and can attach itself to your belt or motorcycle. Use this tracker along with the internet and have the power to track and map your valuables in real time, thanks to Google Maps. These
cutting-edge trackers are powered by SpyTec, a global leader in consumer and corporate GPS tracking since the early 2000s. The location of your assets, relatives, or bicycles is updated every five seconds, making this device one that offers users real-time peace of mind. In addition to knowing the location of your bike, some other
interesting things can be done with it. Its compact size makes it ideal for tracking assets, teenagers, parents, 'working overtime' and vehicles. Place this equipment anywhere in your vehicle, and it will display a map of all the side trips your son decides on after school. School. is an amazing equipment that protects you and things or your
loved ones from potentially dangerous situations. Meet the Americaloc GL300W GPS tracker. This tracking device is not unusual and does not use outdated versions of 2G. A new version with updates higher than 2G, it's a small and compact motorcycle tracker. It can be attached to anything and anyone. it is very light and portable and
can be transported in the comfort of your pocket, car, box, backpack or box. After purchase, you are given a fully loaded tracking device that is ready to reach the road and operate. It also features rechargeable batteries and historical data memory for a full year. Although you can configure and draw custom zones, gl300W by default
detects events such as parking, movement, device on/off, speeding, low battery, etc. This motorcycle tracker has one of its unique features is its ability to help you configure email notifications for specific events. It comes with an installed sim card, tracker, activation instructions, and a wall charger. For international tracking and detection in
areas such as Canada, the United States, and Europe, users are provided with foreign cards. Use your phone, computer, or tablet to track your device, and make sure there's nothing between your tracker and the open sky. Equipped with a 3G GPS service finder, Motosafety GPS Tracker is a tracking device that utilizes Google Maps to
monitor all driving activity with 100% accuracy. With a monthly subscription, users are given a nationally active 3G service, which allows them to track the vehicle of their choice. The location of your assets is updated every minute, although custom periods can be done at an additional cost. This motorcycle tracking device works very well
in Mexico, Canada, and the United States and utilizes the free GPS tracking mobile app to give you real-time updates via text message alerts. Receive alerts about events such as traffic, location, speed, direction, and more. To find out when your bike is used after curfew, simply set up a special geofence around an important location such
as your home, your children's school or a friend's house. You can also use the GPS tracking feature to review previous driving routes. If you have a teen driver in your home, you can use this GPS tracking device to give them a comprehensive driving course and also present it with a driving report card that scores their safe driving habits
such as hard braking, speeding and fast acceleration. The best motorcycle GPS tracker should be able to help you keep an eye on your precious location no matter And with Linxup GPS Tracker devices, following your equipment has never been easier. By using the easy-to-operate Google Maps interface, you can quickly find and follow
your valuables and receive automatically while moving, or changing direction. If you have equipment within the confines of the area, you can use the geofences feature to monitor it if someone enters the specified area, or your assets are moved from the same place. Keep your property out of the hands of bad guys with this tracking
device. Even if they manage to gain access to your valuables, don't let them go without a fight. Recover lost or stolen items quickly using linxup GPS tracker. Linxup tracking devices are updated every ten minutes, giving users notice whenever there is a change in the movement or direction of their assets. It is also equipped with anti-theft
devices intended to monitor vehicle maintenance, location, engine clock and more. To operate the tracking system, users need to sign up for a monthly air time subscription, which will include a limited three-year service. This motorcycle tracker is a powerful tool to help improve your productivity and efficiency by eliminating handwriting
maintenance logs, page checks, and heavy billing procedures. All this and more can help you spend more time growing your business by streamlining your back office work. Are you looking for the perfect GPS tracking device? One that does not require activation or cancellation fees, without a signed contract? The one that gives you
unlimited GPS location updates of your assets via SMS and email alerts? Then look no further, Amcrest has developed the ultimate tracker, the Amcrest AM-GL300 V3 tracker for all types of vehicles. Compact and small in size, the device easily gets into the palm of your hand and can be transported everywhere through any medium like
your backpack, pocket, or wallet. This allows you to identify the safety of your vehicle by tracking its movements as soon as they start. With the same geofence features as the devices listed earlier, you can set a specified limit, where your vehicle can't cross. With an operating life of up to 10 days after fully charged, the AM GL300 V3
tracking device offers an excellent mapping service with satellite, map and hybrid views. The best feature this motorcycle GPS tracker has is the fact that it can be used to track anything. It may be your pet, family member or yourself. Track anything from any location, and use your Mac, PC, or smartphone to access all your reports. You
can also share the item's location link with family and friends to keep it up to a close. One motorcycle GPS tracker with global acclaim is Optimus 2.0. everything from goods to vehicles and even wild teens or your sneaky pet dog. Monitoring with computer usage is easy with Optimus GPS tracking devices. In addition, you can get a street
view of the tracker's location when using Google Maps as a basic map. Regardless of monthly monthly there are no hidden fees or contracts, and your subscription may be terminated whenever you wish, again without any fees involved. This GPS tracking device sends you an alert about the location or direction of your item every 30
seconds, and this can be upgraded to every ten seconds. Investigators using motorcycle GPS enjoy unique routing features, while each user benefits from device compatibility with Android and iPhone apps for fast and smooth tracking. Optimus GPS tracker has a battery life of one to two weeks, once fully charged. The frequency with
which the tracker reports the location of the item directly affects battery charging consumption. After purchase, the user is given a SIM card and data plan, with coverage for the US. Save the people and items that mean the most to you to close all the time with Optimus GPS tracker. The Trak-4 GPS tracker for vehicles is the best on the
market because it gives users notifications of all sorts. You can tell when your vehicle is moving from a specific location or the location of a friend who borrowed your cycle. This GPS Tracker is the best motorcycle tracker developed by professionals to protect your beloved valuables. Thanks to an unlimited supply of 3G data, you just have
to log in and tracking starts for the item you choose. There is no need for users to sign contracts or pay for activation or cancellation. This is a typical case of plug and play. Gps trackers like these can be transported easily as they slip quickly into your backpack and can attach themselves to your belt or vehicle. It's ideal for use on your

tablet, computer, or phone, and gives you notifications in the form of text and email alerts. With the included SIM card, you can set the specified limits for your assets, family, or vehicle and be notified as soon as they are moved from those limits. One track-t GPS tracker payload is equivalent to 18 months of use. To manage battery life and
last longer, you can change the rate at which you receive notifications. All devices can be recharged with the help of a cell charger. Easy to hide, dust, and waterproof, Trackmate's mini GPS tracker is on our list as one of the best mini GPS trackers currently on the market. This device is not only responsible for keeping you up to date with
the location of your valuables, and also helps with routing, scheduling and organization of vehicle maintenance records. It's a 2-ounce tracker with an extensive list of features. This unique system can simultaneously track all items through the T-Mobile and AT&amp;T networks. with this best vehicle GPS tracker, as it comes with several
free test devices and special packages. Displays all location history for up to a year in a document on an actual digital map. The size is quite big This device makes it easy to hide anywhere in your vehicle for added security with it no more significant than a credit card, and in the absence of antennas, it is very easy to hide from potential
armed robbers. For added security, users can choose optional relays to install in their vehicles. This device triggers alerts on your phone or as an email when your car's ignition is turned on. This tracking device is very affordable for all pockets, with a monthly offer of just $9.00. Trackmate GPS Tracker is a handy yet versatile tacking
solution for all your security issues. Once you've purchased tkstar's Hidden GPS tracker, the only other cost you have to bear is the purchase of a SIM card that supports 2G. There are no monthly fees or payments for traffic when you're not using the app. This GPS tracker supports Android/iOS and the web and provides location
information to users automatically. Experience free real-time tracking, LBS/GPS positioning mode with up to five meters of accuracy. The device has geofence elements that help you organize the various geo-fences on your map in such a way that you receive a warning every time the machine comes out of this range. Easy to hide thanks
to its small frame, it has been built with lithium-ion batteries that work up to three weeks after fully charged. Tkstar trackers do not need to be installed, just need to be attached to the iron surface with strong magnets. Use this to keep an eye on your boats, trucks, motorcycles, and cars, and always have access to all the routes covered by
your vehicle in the last six months. Even if they manage to access your valuables, don't let them go without a fight. Recover lost or stolen items quickly using Tkstar's Hidden GPS tracker. Spot Trace GPS tracking device takes us to the end of our list. This vehicle tracking device gives you real-time GPS coordinates of your assets online.
Spot vibration sensors have been developed to detect your assets in such a way that one motion sends you alerts either by text or email. With spot GPS trackers, you receive daily updates about the location of your assets. All your valuables can be tracked anywhere and anytime, no matter which corner of the world, or under their world.
With this device, you can keep an eye on items stored mainly in the water without any problems. You can follow your valuables on your smartphone, computer, or through Google maps, making this device very easy to use. The best feature this tracking device has is the fact that it can be used to track anything. For your toys, cars,
motorcycles, and boats, Spot Trace should be brainless. Keep the people and items that matter most to you to close all the time with the Spot Trace GPS tracker. The GPS tracking device responsible for recording your motorcycle and send it to your mobile device periodically. It offers user information such as motorcycle location, direction
of travel and speed. It is often placed on your motorcycle as a portable or fixed unit. Features to Consider When Purchasing Motorcycle Tracker Compatibility across platforms See the various tracker reviews you want to buy to see if it's compatible with your phone and its operating system before you invest in it. There are some trackers
that are compatible with multiple platforms for convenient functionality, but most of them work very well with Android and iOS apps. Get accurate geolocation Buy trackers with geographic location ensures that checking your bike's location is very easy. This helps you ascertain if your bike is still where you parked it by offering an accurate
position. Some tracker models give you updates every 5 seconds, but these are on the expensive side; this way, you can choose a model that comes with a location refresh every minute. If your bike is stolen, your tracker should be able to use a 3-axis accelerometer to sense it and send you an alarm notification for you to take the
necessary action. Others can also connect to Google maps and other similar map apps, where you can set geographic limits and limits for your motorcycle. Energy consumption and battery life Beware of tracking devices that have extensive battery life. It would be sad for you to lose your motorcycle just because you have to recharge your
dead tracking device. When it comes to energy consumption in tracking devices, there are many economical options available on the market for all budgets. Some models go into standby mode to get more battery life, especially when they're not needed. Another option is to buy a tracking model that can be connected to your battery.
These devices operate at various current voltages, and they warn users through light sensors when they have been disconnected. Extra protection with alarm system Having a good alarm system along with your hidden tracking device is the best way to deter thieves. These extra security measures are not difficult to install but offer a wide
and loud alarm after being triggered by the start of the machine or a simple touch. Another feature that can be equipped with a sensor alarm is the disc lock. You can use one or two, but they are another great deterrent that you can consider. Get a sturdy and rugged model if you want to leave a GPS tracker on your bike for a long period
of time. For such extended use, can enter for compact and small tracking devices made of solid and vibration resistant materials. It should also be resistant to water in such a way that rain will not affect it. Benefits of GPS Tracking Many of us will find it completely to add tracking devices to our vehicles, or perhaps see it as an expensive
investment, but below we highlight some of the advantages of owning these devices. Insurance benefits: if your motorcycle has a tracking device, the insurance company is more than ready to reduce your coverage rate. Safety and Theft Prevention: in the event of a robbery, in which the robber takes your bike, your tracker gives the law
enforcement agency an accurate location to go looking for. Available: finding tracking tools for your motorcycle is easy as it can be found anywhere where motorcycle accessories and other GPS devices are sold. Improved maintenance: for an enhanced maintenance culture, getting a tracking device is a great investment. This is because
they can alert users when the cycle is due for service. With motorcycle trackers, road trips, hikes and other outdoor activities can be properly planned, and your route is recorded for easy recall. This makes finding a way back very easy without any problems. Best Motorcycle GPS Tracker FAQs: Q: Do all GPS trackers require a SIM card?
A: Not all GPS trackers require a SIM card, and not all models will make the SIM card available to users. Q: How long does it take to install a GPS tracker? A: Depending on the complexity of your motorcycle, installing a GPS tracker may take between 30 to 45 minutes. Q: Can I install my own tracking device? A: As you can, inviting a
professional to install your tracking device is recommended. This is a safer option if an error occurs after installation. However, if you are experienced in your motorcycle connection, you can install your own device. Q: Is gps tracker visible? A: The best vehicle GPS trackers are not easy for anyone to see; most if not all are designed in this
way. Seen taking his ability to protect your vehicle; thus, the installation is carried out to ensure that it is hidden properly. Q: What is the gps tracker limit? A: Gps tracker limits depend on the model. Some models work via satellite; thus, they can operate in every nook and cranny around the world. The SIM card used in your tracker can
also determine the limit or area of your GPS tracker. Our Top Choice Gps Tracker Spy Tec STI GL300 is powered by SpyTec, updated every five seconds and offers users with real-time location and longer periods of peace of mind. Related Post: Best GPS App Sources: Accelerometer - Wikipedia Google Maps - Wikipedia Add Your
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